[Changes in the phasic activity of neuron microsystems of the somatosensory cortex of the cat during extinction of activation reactions to unreinforced stimuli].
In chronic experiments on cats, three-phasic responses of neuronal microsystems in the cortical somatic area I were studied during habituation of the EEG activation reactions. Repeated stimuli of different modalities were used: electrical pulses to the forepaw, sounds, direct stimulation of the mesencephalic RF. Simultaneously with the extinction of EEG activation reactions, the three-phasic responses of the multiunit activity (MUA) also became progressively extinct: the 1st phase of primary excitation--only a little, the 2nd phase (inhibitory)--greatly, as well as the 3rd phase--the phase of secondary excitation (if it existed at the beginning). The MUA responses to all stimuli show that these neuronal microsystems are polysensory. Relatively to the nonspecific activating RF macrosystem, the investigated neuronal microsystems are autonomous because their two functionally opposed response phases--the 1st excitatory and the 2nd inhibitory--occur against the monotonous excitatory background of the EEG activation. But in some way the neuronal microsystems are connected with the RF-system because of the parallel development of the extinction process.